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Future Environment

- Aggressive global competition
- New rules
- Light-speed changes
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Know Yourself

- Know your strengths & weaknesses
- Your team's strengths & weakness
- Your business strengths & weakness
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Know When You Know

- Reflect & question
- Collaborate
- Know the right course
Paint Compelling Pictures

- People don't walk into dark rooms
- Light the future with your vision
- Translate to each level
Build Commitment

- Creatures of habit
- Hide in comfort zones
- Draw them out
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Respond To Present

- Change is a constant
- Keep you eye on emergence
- Respond vs. react
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Inner Stillness

- Be the stillness in the storm
- Eliminate cultural chatter
- Act with certainty
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Thank you for attending
Leadership for Today's Environment

Click Here to contact our Featured Guest directly.

Click on this link to sign up for our upcoming Open Line:
Strategic Planning for the Rest of Us.
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